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Secure, open, and inclusive digital ecosystems enable sustainable development. There has been a 
rapid and widespread uptake of digital tools by individuals, institutions, and governments over the past two decades, in sub-
Saharan Africa (SSA) and globally. Mobile money has lifted people out of poverty by making it easier and cheaper to save and 
send money, while internet access delivers vital health and education services, among others, to remote areas. The immense 
potential of digital development to accelerate development objectives is clear and is an emerging priority for USAID. USAID 
published its first Digital Strategy in 2020 and has developed a host of tools to support digital development.

At the same time, digital ecosystems are associated with an increase in the use of the five 
tactics of digital repression: censorship, surveillance, digitally-enabled targeted persecution, disinformation, and 
internet shutdowns. While these tactics can be used by foreign and non-state actors, they are also used by governments to 
repress their own people.

How can USAID mitigate non-democratic uses of technology? This note summarizes a Landscape 
Assessment commissioned by the Conflict, Peace Building and Governance division in the Africa Bureau (AFR/SD/CPG) to 
better understand the links between digital development and digital repression in SSA, and potential strategies to counter 
its rise. 

There are no easy answers. This note intends to help USAID staff to dive into the complexity by providing key 
definitions, talking points, and questions to start vital conversations on digital repression when planning and implementing 
new digital activities - regardless of the sector or focus. 

Investing in the 
Digital Ecosystem 
HOW CAN USAID COUNTER DIGITAL 
REPRESSION AND AUTHORITARIANISM 
IN SUB SAHARAN AFRICA?

BOX 1: What is the difference between digital authoritarianism and digital repression? 
Digital authoritarianism occurs when a repressive government controls the Internet and uses censorship, 
surveillance, and data, media, law, and regulations to restrict or repress rights at scale. Digital repression occurs 
when any actor, including democratic or repressive government, non-state, and foreign actors, use digital tools 
and technology to violate rights. This note focuses on digital repression because its tactics can be used in any 
of USAID’s partner countries in SSA, regardless of the current political system.

https://www.usaid.gov/usaid-digital-strategy
https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development
https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development/digital-ecosystem-framework
https://www.digitalfrontiersdai.com/resources/democratizing-digital-landscape-assessment/
https://www.digitalfrontiersdai.com/resources/democratizing-digital-landscape-assessment/
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KEY FINDINGS

Digital repression is a global issue, and may occur anywhere, 
regardless of the type of governance system
Research shows that digital repression risks are present in all countries, even those with democratically 
elected governments. The increasing prevalence of digital repression— both globally and in SSA—aligns 
with the global trend of democratic backsliding in recent years. In countries experiencing democratic 
backsliding, democratically elected governments are working systematically to dismantle democratic 
processes and institutions. As of 2020, 43 percent more democracies around the world had experienced 
democratic backsliding than in the previous five years (IDEA 2021). Tactics like disinformation thrive in 
countries with democratic elections where more overt control tactics may be off limits. 

Digital repression can undermine digital development 
objectives, especially for low-income individuals and women
Repression restricts access both directly (through internet shutdowns or media bans) and indirectly 
(through higher costs and intimidation that leads to self-censorship) (Gillwald 2018). Digital repression 
directly and indirectly increases existing digital divides in access and use due to factors such as gender, 
race, economic status, geography, disability (DECA Framework). This exclusion hinders the ability of 
certain groups to participate in the digital economy. As civic and political discourse increases online, digital 
exclusion hinders the ability to participate in democratic processes. 

Legislative responses such as surveillance law, cybersecurity 
law, and data protection and privacy frameworks are 
necessary but insufficient to prevent digital repression
Many countries in SSA have recently adopted and are in the process of implementing legal frameworks 
to guide and govern the digital ecosystem. These laws can be used by civil society to hold governments 
accountable for digital repression. However, these laws also enable digital repression. Governments, 
regardless of regime type, legitimize digital repression by legalizing specific tactics in the name of national 
security or rule of law. In some cases, the government’s intent for legislation to justify repression is blatant, 
while in others, it is debatable whether legislation is meant to be repressive from the start, or if it is well 
intended initially and later manipulated by government actors once passed. In all cases, mitigating digital 
repression requires a digitally-literate civil society, media and legal community with the capacity to hold 
the government accountable

No technology is inherently democratic
Digital technologies, tools, and systems, “are neither good nor bad, but never neutral, and they amplify the 
power of those that control them” (Schoemaker 2021). Regardless of the origin of or the design of the 
technology, it can be used for nefarious purposes. Preventing digital repression requires both the selection 
of secure and transparent technology (such as digital public goods) and on-going, intentional mitigation 
across a diverse set of stakeholders including government, civil society and media, private sector, and 
development actors. 

https://www.idea.int/gsod/sites/default/files/2021-11/the-global-state-of-democracy-2021_1.pdf
https://afteraccess.net/wp-content/uploads/2018-After-Access-Understanding-the-gender-gap-in-the-Global-South.pdf
https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development/digital-ecosystem-framework
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2021/sep/07/the-taliban-are-showing-us-the-dangers-of-personal-data-falling-into-the-wrong-hands
https://digitalpublicgoods.net/
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THE FIVE TACTICS OF DIGITAL REPRESSION 

Censorship: Digital technologies provide new tools to block or ban certain types of speech and intimidate 
people into avoiding political speech entirely. A 2021 study found that 43 African countries (of 54 countries in Africa) 
restrict political media, with 11 exercising heavy censorship. Women are particularly impacted by censorship. Studies 
have shown that women journalists experience more attacks and online trolling for their articles than men do for 
writing on similar topics (UNESCO 2020). As a result, women are more likely to self-censor: female journalists are 
more likely to use pseudonyms or stop writing on a topic entirely due to physical and emotional stress caused by 
harassment (OSCE 2019). 

Surveillance: New technologies such as high-resolution cameras, facial 
recognition, spying malware, and automated text analysis provide copious 
amounts of data that can be processed and analyzed quickly thanks to artificial 
intelligence (AI) and machine learning. Government mandates such as SIM 
registration also facilitate surveillance as governments can then obtain large 
amounts of personal data through requests submitted to private sector service 
providers (Roberts October 2021).

Digitally-enabled targeted persecution: 
With much of today’s political speech and activism occurring 
online, individuals are creating digital trails for governments to 
follow through the use of geolocated devices, digital payments, 
and social media posts detailing location-specific information, 
all of which can be used by governments to find and arrest 
citizens. Governments are using facial recognition, automated 
text analysis, machine learning techniques, and high-powered 
computing to target individuals and regulate information flows 
(NORC at the University of Chicago and Migliano 2021). 

Disinformation: Governments may use disinformation to suppress, 
discredit, and silence opposition (Bradshaw and Howard 2019), or to sow 
fear and confusion in order to justify repression (Africa Center for Strategic 
Studies 2021). Disinformation is used by all types of government and “thrives 
inside of democratic states,” where individual leaders and/or political parties 
use state-sponsored disinformation to exercise or gain power. A recent report 
by the Oxford Internet Institute found that politicians inside 45 democracies 
have used social media to amass fake followers or spread manipulated media to 
garner voter support (USAID Disinformation Primer 2021). Disinformation is 
becoming increasingly complex and sophisticated, with community and Diaspora 
networks used to amplify a government’s false and misleading message, blurring 
the line between disinformation campaigns and digital activism.

Internet shutdowns: Internet shutdowns are a blunt tool used by governments to censor and control, often when 
disinformation and censorship fail to quash dissent. Shutdowns can be complete or partial. Partial shutdowns occur when the 
government disconnects only part of the country or slows down bandwidth to the extent that use of the Internet becomes nearly 
impossible (NORC at the University of Chicago and Migliano 2021). In 2020, the number of intentional internet shutdowns by 
African governments rose from 21 to 25 per year, and were often scheduled at the time of elections or popular protests (Roberts 
2021). A 2016 report found that a temporary Internet shutdown in a high connectivity country is estimated to have a GDP impact 
per 10 million people per day of $23.6 million on average. The average impact in a medium connectivity and low connectivity 
country would be an estimated $6.6 million and $0.6 million of GDP respectively on average.
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https://www.comparitech.com/blog/vpn-privacy/internet-censorship-map/
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fcomm.2020.00045/full
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/2/5/370331_0.pdf
https://opendocs.ids.ac.uk/opendocs/bitstream/handle/20.500.12413/16893/Roberts_Surveillance_Law_in_Africa.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PA00XV9R.pdf
https://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PA00XFKF.pdf
https://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PA00XV9R.pdf
https://www.ids.ac.uk/publications/digital-rights-in-closing-civic-space-lessons-from-ten-african-countries/
https://www.ids.ac.uk/publications/digital-rights-in-closing-civic-space-lessons-from-ten-african-countries/
https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/technology-media-and-telecommunications/articles/the-economic-impact-of-disruptions-to-internet-connectivity-report-for-facebook.html
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TOOLS TO AID IN PLANNING FOR AND 
MITIGATING DIGITAL REPRESSION

Although there is insufficient literature or evidence on the link between specific digital technologies and 
digital repression to decisively predict how a government may misuse a given technology - this note suggests 
two starting points for considering the potential risks of a digitally-enabled initiative and future repression. However, it is 
imperative that USAID and its development partners acknowledge and discuss potential risks, whether working on digital 
government, health, agriculture, finance, education, or other initiatives. 

1. Future-oriented analysis 
It may not be possible to predict future risks based on past experience (per Box 2 on Afghanistan). Thus, 
to provide a more nuanced and complete understanding of potential risks, this analysis asks three questions to assess 
the potential impact of a digital investment on digital repression: 

1. What are potential misuses of this technology under the current government?

2. What are potential misuses of this technology if this government begins/accelerates a process of democratic 
backsliding that undermines any one of the 28 measures of democratic governance?

3. What are the potential misuses of this technology if a new, more authoritarian government takes power? 

 

2. Risk analysis 
A risk matrix is a second strategy, as it helps to brainstorm and visualize risks on one table, and can be updated as the 
understanding of risks change. Below is a simple table that maps a program’s objectives to the five digital repression 
risks (Table 1). When working with a specific initiative, partners can fill each box by color: high potential to increase 
opportunities for digital repression (red), neutral impact (orange), and potential to mitigate/block opportunities for 
digital repression (green). To go a step further and integrate the future-oriented analysis, consider noting in each box 
context-specific details that better illustrate how these dynamics might play out today, or in a future of democratic 
backsliding, or if the government changes entirely.

BOX 2: Donor-supported digital government systems in Afghanistan enable digital 
repression after regime change
In August 2021, Afghanistan’s democratically elected government fell to the Taliban. Upon taking control of the 
country, the Taliban openly talked about using the donor-funded digital ID system, e-Tazkira, to target those 
that they consider enemies or threats. The Taliban also gained access to other digital government databases 
supported by donors, including the Afghan personnel and pay system. This system was used to pay the army 
and police, containing a ready-made list of potential political opponents. The databases had not developed a 
key privacy-by-design feature that offers the ability to delete user data (Schoemaker 2021). 

https://www.idea.int/gsod-indices/about
https://www.microtool.de/en/knowledge-base/what-is-a-risk-matrix/
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2021/sep/07/the-taliban-are-showing-us-the-dangers-of-personal-data-falling-into-the-wrong-hands
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TABLE 1: Risk matrix for visualizing potential links between a development program and the five digital 
repression techniques 

Digital repression techniques: Objectives might increase risk of…
Program 
objectives: Surveillance

Disinformation and 
social manipulation

Internet 
shutdowns

Targeted 
Persecution Censorship 

Objective 1

Objective 2

Objective 3

…

RISK MITIGATION: WHAT IS ALREADY HAPPENING? 

Development actors, civil society, government, and the private sector all have a role to play in mitigating digital repression 
so that the benefits of digital development can be realized without enabling, or being undermined by, digital repression. Many 
of the mitigation efforts target a specific digital repression tactic, while others work to protect against digital repression 
overall. Examples of mitigation strategies by stakeholder group include the following:

Development 
Actors 

Principles, e.g. The Principles for Digital Development

Internal data governance, e.g. Considerations for Using Data Responsibly at USAID

Support for civil society and media, e.g. Greater Internet Freedom (GIF) 

Research and transparency initiatives, e.g. the Disinformation Tracker

Government capacity building, e.g. ProICT

Civil Society 
and Media

Multi-stakeholder and cross-country advocacy campaigns, e.g. the #KeepItOn coalition against internet 
shutdowns

Fact-checking to counter disinformation, e.g. Africa Check

Knowledge and training on digital rights for consumers, activists, companies, and social service 
organizations, e.g. the Surveillance Self-Defense guide

Litigation in domestic courts, e.g. Media Institute of Southern Africa (MISA) and the Zimbabwe Lawyers 
for Human Rights (ZLHR) vs. the Government of Zimbabwe (January 2019)

Litigation in regional and international courts, e.g. Amnesty International vs. Republic of Togo in the 
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) court (2020)

Government Establishing independent mechanisms/checks, e.g. Uganda Communications Tribunal (Practice and 
Procedure) Regulations 2020

Data protection frameworks, e.g. APEC Cross-Border Privacy Rules (CBBR) and Privacy Recognition 
for Processors (PRP) systems

Data protection authorities, e.g. the Network of African Data Protection Authorities 

Private 
Sector

Corporate transparency reporting, e.g. the Transparency Reporting Index from Access Now

Innovative solutions, e.g. the technology allowing for decentralized storage of personal data behind the 
EU COVID certificate

Advocacy and engagement, e.g. research in Pakistan supported by companies to understand economic 
costs of internet shutdowns

https://digitalprinciples.org/about/
https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/15396/USAID-UsingDataResponsibly.pdf
https://pages.usaid.gov/DCHA/DRG/csm-mechanisms-and-programs
https://www.apc.org/en/news/tracking-disinformation-laws-and-policies-more-30-countries-sub-saharan-africa
https://www.usaid.gov/digital-development/pro-ict-factsheet
https://www.accessnow.org/who-is-shutting-down-the-internet-in-2021/#fight-back-with-KeepItOn
https://africacheck.org/
https://ssd.eff.org/
https://freedomhouse.org/country/zimbabwe/freedom-net/2019
https://freedomhouse.org/country/zimbabwe/freedom-net/2019
https://globalfreedomofexpression.columbia.edu/cases/amnesty-international-togo-and-ors-v-the-togolese-republic/
https://freedomhouse.org/country/uganda/freedom-net/2021
https://freedomhouse.org/country/uganda/freedom-net/2021
http://cbprs.org/
http://cbprs.org/
https://www.rapdp.org/en/annuaire-des-membres?page=2
http://accessnow.org/transparency-reporting-index/
https://www.securid.com/en-us/blog/2021-09/the-new-technology-powering-european-covid-certificates
https://www.lawfareblog.com/five-ways-telecommunications-companies-can-fight-internet-shutdowns
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USAID AND 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

USAID is committed to the promotion of open, secure, and inclusive digital ecosystems to support positive development 
outcomes. Given this commitment, there is an opportunity to further integrate awareness of digital repression into USAID’s 
work. Many of the recommendations below focus on shifting from a defensive to an offensive approach to preventing digital 
repression. While USAID and development partners may not be able to prevent digital repression alone, they can do more 
to ensure that technology investments paid for with development funds are not used in its advance.

Short-term actions 
or “Quick-Wins”
1. Make use of resources 

that already exist: Digital 
Principles, Cybersecurity 
Primer, Disinformation 
Primer, Using Data 
Responsibly at USAID, etc. 

2. Provide questions for USAID 
staff and implementers to 
ask in order to fully integrate 
digital repression risks into 
Digital Ecosystem Country 
Assessments 

3. Integrate talking points 
on digital repression risks 
into ongoing conversations 
with governments and 
development partners

4. Integrate digital repression 
considerations into relevant 
requests for proposals (RFPs)

5. Continue to support 
traditional fact-based media 
and journalism

Mid-term actions, or 
Investment Opportunities
1. Identify opportunities within sector-specific 

digital initiatives to support civil society, 
media, and public interest law, e.g. training 
lawyers on litigation related to data system 
breaches

2. Engage with social media companies on 
practical steps those companies can take to 
fight disinformation, e.g. increase diversity and 
locations of staff through SSA; increase content in 
local languages

3. Consider strengthening official, continuously 
updated, independent and secure statistical 
databases. Public access to accurate data can 
hinder disinformation campaigns or mitigate 
their long-term impact

4. Encourage development, government, and civil 
society partners to consider complementing 
digital with non-digital approaches where 
relevant, e.g. radio, community leaders, 
traditional and indigenous fora

5. Support research on the disproportionate 
impact of digital repression on women and 
other marginalized groups, with an eye toward 
solutions

Long-term shifts, or 
Strategies 
1. Message the urgency of 

adopting a future-lens 
to the planning of digital 
development activities

2. Consult with democracy and 
governance experts, local 
civil society activists, and 
local legal practitioners early 
in the planning of any digital 
development initiative

3. Ask critical questions of 
technology service providers, 
especially if it is proprietary 
technology from U.S. or 
other global companies

4. Encourage Mission-
based staff to work with 
government counterparts 
to reframe the view of data 
protection from a costly 
burden to an opportunity


